PANTONE 072 C
PANTONE 123 C

Paper weight 60gsm

Trouble Shooting
Spring and autumn time changes have not updated (British Summer Time). Your watch will
automatically update at 3am the morning after the clocks change, if they have not changed it is because
it has not received the time signal transmission. Either leave the watch face down for a further night by
a window and the watch will update automatically at 3am or manually search for the signal using the
procedure described above in updating from the time signal manually.
Watch stops talking. The battery is getting low and needs replacing
The time is wrong. First try to manually update from the time signal as described above, but after every
battery change, or if the position of the hands do not match the spoken time, the watch needs to be
recalibrated. To do this unscrew the stop / reset dial (this is the knob that looks like a traditional winder)
and when the second hand gets to 12 o’clock pull it out so that it stops in this position. Rotate the stop /
reset dial until all three hands are pointing exactly to 12 o’clock, then press and hold the A button (next
to 2 o’clock) for 5 seconds and push the stop / reset dial in. The watch will now search for the time
signal so that is can update.
This watch has delicate internal workings, please ensure that you use a reputable watch repair
company to change the battery as care needs to be taken not to damage the mechanism. As the watch
requires the recalibration procedure above to take place after a battery change you should take a copy
of this sheet or the instructions with you so that they are aware this need to take place.
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Radio Controlled Talking Watch
Reference Guide- Please keep for future reference
Your Radio Controlled Talking Watch is shipped in ‘sleep mode’, in order to wake up the watch
simply press either the button next to 2 o’clock or the button next to 4 o’clock for around 3 seconds or
until the hands start to spin. The hour and minute hands will spin round until they reach the correct time.
Updating from the time signal manually. Press the A button (next to 2 o’clock) until the second hand
spins round to the 12 o’clock position. The watch can take up to 15 minutes to synchronize with the
radio signal and then move to the correct time. In some buildings, or next to electrical equipment that
cause interference, it may block the time signal and when the hands have stopped spinning it may show
the wrong time. If this happens retry in another position, for example outside, or leave the watch face
down by a window ledge overnight, the watch is programmed to update at 3am every night as signals
are strongest then.
Checking that the watch has updated correctly – With the watch running normally press the A
button (next to 2 o’clock) 3 times, if the last update was successful the watch will announce the country
name followed by “Time Updated”. If the reception failed the watch will say “Time Not Updated”, if this
happens please try repeating the update process or leave overnight for an automatic update. If the
country is not the one you are expecting, i.e. is not UK, press and hold the B button (next to 4 o’clock)
for around 5 seconds until the watch says “Set alarm press 2 o’clock button to set”. Press button B
three more times, the watch will now say “Global signal selection”. Press button A (next to 2 o’clock) to
scroll through the country options. When the country you require is announced press Button B (next to 4
o’clock) to confirm selection.

Model No. EL3213 - Regular / EL6570 - Long
Please read carefully before use and keep for future reference
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